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ABSTRACI’
Pulse power can be used to genmate high
energy &nsity conditions in convergent holIow
cylindrical geometry through the use of appm.+ate
electrode configuration and cylindrical loads.
Cylindrically symmetric ex~riments are conducted
with the Pegasus-n inductive store, capacitor
energized pulse power facility at Los Alarms using
both precision machmed cylindrical liner loads and
low mass vapor deposited cylindrical foil loads. The
liner experiments investigate solid density
hydrodynamic topics, Foil loads vaporize from Joule
heating to generate an imploding cylindrical plasma
which can be used to simulate some fluxes associated
with fusion energy processes. Similar experiments
are conducted with “Procyon” inductive store pulse
power assemblies energized by explosively driven
magnetic flux compression.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Cylindrical loads for Los Alarms pulse power
experiments of the Athena program are supplied by
the Target Fabrication Staff of the Materials
Technology: Polymers and Coatings Group of the
Materials Science and Technology Division. The
technologies that have been developed to support
fabrication of laser driven inertial confinement fusion
(ICF) targets which inciudc foams, foils, me’nbranes,
films, electroplate coatings, precision macilining,
precision assembly and specialized characterizations,
are also used to fabricate loads for the pulsed power
program, compments of pulsed power diagnostic
instruments and components of plasma opening
switch experiments. A brief description of the pulse
power facilities, p~lse ~wer experiments and the
loads used in the experiments foll~ws. Fabrication of
the major components used to assemble loads for the
principal types of pulse power experiments is
describxl in detail.

11.

PULSE

POWER FACILITIES

The electrical configuration of the LAX Alamos
Athena program pulse power facilities, Pegasus-Ii
and Procyon, in the load region, in simplest terms, is
that of a large diameter maxial transmission line with
a thick walled hollow center conductor, a geometry
known as a coaxial gun. 1 Hollow cylindrical
conducting !oads are inserted as a short section of
thinned wall, reduced diameter center conductor near
the end of tie coaxial line. The line maybe either
hard shorted or, depending upon the experiment, open
circuit until shorted dynamically during a pulse
power event. As the transmission line is energized,
current in the load interacts with the current induced
magnetic field rising in the vacuum dielectric region
separating the inner and outer conductors. The thin
wall hollow cylindrical load is unable to withstand
the resultant force and is imploded either as a
condensed phase liner or as a vaporized foil plasma,
depending upon the original mass of the load,
electrical drive conditions and experimental
configurations. 2
Pegasus-II employs a 4.3 MJ, 860 pF capacitor
bank, a two-stage Marx bank, which can be charged
to 90 kV. Several MA (1<15 MA) can be delivered to
a load in a typical circuit configuration of nominally
30 nH and 0.5 mfl. Each half of the machine consists
of four, radially arrayed parallel modules. Explosive
detonator actuated solid dielectric switches are driven
by a common firing unit to discharge the capacitors
through fuse assemblies that open near ~ak current
from the bank at approximately the quarter cycle time
of the load circuit. The fusing precludes ringing and
prevents potentially damaging volmge reversal of the
capacitors atier maximum transfer of energy to the
series storage inductance of the load circuit.
The Procyon explosively driven system is an
assembly of magnetic flux compression generator,
storage inductor and coaxial gun load section,’ The
MK-IX flux compression generator is initially
energized by a -475 kA current from a 1500 pF, 36
kV switched hlarx bank. The coaxial MK-IX
generator is burned axially to amplify current as flux

.

is driven into the storage inductor.3 ~ srorage
inductorincasprates an explosively formal fuse
qming swkzh which is &toMted neapettkcltmlmt
fromthegmaatorof21
MA(18MJ), maauredin
the storage indumw. IMonator ~
closing
switches tkmconnect thestorage imktcmtotk
conxial gun Icd aeuion. The Fkwyon system is
designed to drive 1 MJ z-inch plasma eqwiments.
Cummtcummutal toalodhasexceedd
15u
~tri=timattildhaf-~-dtiati
Procyon evcmtoc.cumin -54X)W.

m

PRINCfPAL PULSE K)WIR

Three principalexpximental
topics
predominate
intheAthenaRogram pulse
pwer
&Xivities. Liner exfnmimentshave been limited to the
Rgasus-11 facility. Well behaved finerdrive utilizing
a Iina design described blow tms&n established.
Liner ex@ments can usually k described as
applications of the pdictabk dyttnmicaof W driver
assembly
liner a+ng upon experimental ~
designed to investigate cylindrically symmetic shock
effects at up to 300 kb. Load foif implosion
expaiments are conducted at the Rgaaus-11 facility
and with Procyon aasemblia. The expaimenta are
intended to generate blink Ixidy radiationat aoft xray energies by stagnatingradiallyaccelerated plasma
ions originating from vaprized cylindrical losd foil
material. Currentexperiments ackkeaathe efficiency
of the radiationgeneratingprocmws, theoredcal
models, PerWbadons and plasma instabilities. Direct
drive Iod foil implosions experiments refa to pulse
power events in which the currentrise time is
determinedby circuit values and an electrically
conducting cylindrical load foil is vaporized by Joule
hearingat the maximum currentit can sustain as a
condensed phase, independentof the cument
potentially available from the pulse Pwer facility.
Plasma opening switch experiments incorporatea
ShUiIt pkSHIa in L%PWW flow channel, betw=n the
pulse power source and the load, designed to operste
for an appreciable fractionof the circuit determined
cumentrise time. Tlw opening switch is intended to
delay aurent to the load until late in the quarter
cycle. Currentrise time at the load is then decm.a@
rate of rise (1) increased, both being detemined
largely by opening switch operation as opposed to
circuit parametervalues. Currentis then commuted
to the load at a magnitude well in excess of the
threshold value requiredto vaporize a typicaf foil
load, to fhereby generate a more energetic implosion.
Plasma opirtg switch exphttenta are conducted on
both of the pulse power facilities and mayor may not
include a dynamic load consisting of a plasma
derived froma vaporized
cylindrical load foil. The
alternativeis normally a static Id comprised of a

Ileavywallhouowmetalcylindrr.o
rndkltithat
mnainsinacon&naed phase and~taaingle
valti impdmce throughouta quartercycle of tk
@auf powr event.
A.

tirtahtpklsklt

)%@menta

Li.tm ex@ments are a fairly recemtddition
tothe Loa Alatnos Athena Pro#amactivity, the flllIt
event txcuming in A@ 93. ‘fhis followed
identifition of sevtral hydrody,miic issues that
appeatdamenabk toanewseriesofex@mentsto
be conducted at the Pegasus-Ii facility. Tb first
issue was to &monstrate *@e
liner drive
I=f onnamx. An aluminum liner was &lgned to
mxelmate to a velocity of 3 ttunlps whik remaining
in contact with a pairof copper gf.ideplane electrodes
fcwa radiafdistance of 8 mm. Shoe!: magnitude of
3CKlkb was predicted upon collision of the li~ with
a cylindrical targcl sbucture of a smaller dmrneter
than the aperturein tbe glide planes. Drive
conditions requireonly a thirdof the voltage
capability of the Pegasus-11
bank(32 kV) at about
half the ntinal cumnt capability (5 MA) which
offered some opcrationafmerits.
A “diagnosticpin cylinder” was used
throughoutthe first series of experiments to measure
shock magnitude and implosion symmetry. Shock
sensors consisted of radiallyorientedoptical fibers
with carefully positioned ends. Stmck heafing of the
fibs end results in emission of a measurableburntof
bkwk body radiation4 Intensity can provide a
meauement of pressure. Multiple pitiona of 20
optical pins at ach event of the otiginaf liner
chammhadon series has pcwided btxh implosion
symmetry and liner velwity measurements.
Trigged Marx x-ray
genenmwshavebeenusd to
acquire
instantaneousradiographicindication of liner
paition andshap.5 X-ray diagnostics were
develt# tiuixqghoutthe originafexperimental series
to now include three axis mdiogmphic capaMity and
multiple flash x-ray generators. The experiments also
typically include optical imaging insbuments to
measure linermotion and a host of Rgasus-11
system
monitoringinstruments. Spatial resolution of the
liner position sensing instrumentsis 80 pm or greater
for either static or dynamic measurements.6 At the
conclusion oftheoriginal liner drive characterization
experimentsany implosion asymmeq was less that
the limit of spatial resolution. Liner velocities have
been within +/-20% of expected values. Unresolved
common timing istwes, trigger signal propagation
delay und insbument calibrationsappr to be
responsible for most of the obsemed variations in the
measurementsas opposed to real variability in liner
dynamics.

.

Acumeatseriesofk
=@=IU
is
designed to ~
* and Vekcity dkuitutions of
fast moving particlee@a tiginating frun the
cdisicmofthe
driwnalumi numlkrwithahs
massive thin wall hollow couial aluminum ~
cylin&.7 Tbe ejwtal pmick flux ho the insi&
aurf~oftktagetcylinc
kriacxdlimatdbya 180’
namw slit in ● thirdlmllow caaxial cylinder.
Triggered axial optical hobgqhyiabeing
&veloped to mcasule qualttity ad distlibutiosl of
ejccta pasaing throughthe be of * cdlimatm
Cyliruk.
1.

Liw demgn. Pure aluminum is
to a unique
combination of density and msistivity.2 And
unalloyed aluminum is sekted fcwh ~gasudl
lina design. ‘l%eliner is a right Imllow cylinder 4.8
cm outside &meter, 2 cm in heighL wallthickness
is 0.04 cm. The liner cyliti
tight is extended
beyond the Mlgned active kigbt for fabricationand
assembly conveniences. Large flanges are designed
at each end of the cylinder to w ss low implancc
currentjohta when b liner is inserted into the
mating eledrodcs of the Pegasus-n ftility. Hollow
cylindrical copper glide pknes are inserted into the
hoftilinmti
-hetitibltimtilkm
flanges. The distance betwea the glide planes
determines h active length of the linsr. ‘flw glide
planes pwide a 0.8 cm wide annularelectrical
contact surface for the wall of the liner at each end to
ride agains$as it is imploded. “fheglide plane contact
surfaces are inclined 8“ to insureconwt is preserved
as the liner is xcelaated. A rectangularnotch is
des@ed into the outm diametcI of each gti& plane
contact surke to cut the tive liner free, squarely,
upon fiit contactjust as the elastic limit of the
aluminum is reachedearly in the implosion event.”
prefamd

as a cbiverliner materialdue

Thepincylinder
usedh the original
liner
drive
characterition
series
ofexperiments
was
tilgnedtobesupported
on axisby a single
three
spokestructure
bolted
toaliner flange. The
concentric targetcylinder and collimator cylinders of
the ejeda experiments are each designed to be
supportedat both ends by dielectric bushings of low
x-ray opacity attachedto the glide plan-. LE
Phenolic was selected to supportthe targetcylinder
and black Delrin the collimator cylinder. Simple
armysof 12, 20and lSOpmdkmeter wires are
designed into the collimator cylinder to first assist in
axially locating the depth of focus of the holographic
system and then to calibratethe hologram for
measurementof ejects size distribution.
2. Liner fabrication. Pegasus-II driver
liners are machined from Ie,qph.sof 4 inch diameter
I !(K)senies aluminum rod to which a largerdiameter

llmaeriesplate haabculattdled by full
vamume-lmm welding atcmecmd. 71M
-~
additionof the pkte is to Fovi& suffkicnt diameter
anddlkknen forthelmger of thetwoclnTcatjoint
flanges. Mdunm
“ “ gisdo2eoaa~on
Hardinge
Iatheuainghi
ghqxedatoelto oling. Sevaaltixturea
have bckaignerl
and fabrbtd foruseduring
Iinermacllining toproviderigid supportandto
tranaf=refmme smf~astheparl
isqgraspdin
tb Iah. Tolaances are spocifted as +KKK)l cm for
impataut dimensii, twice that vatue fix otka.
All dimmaions are mewmmdad documented upon
partcompletion. Sfinish of the Iincr inside
surf- is measurd using a Federalpdilcmeter; 25
pm rms average being typical.
Pin cylindm from 6CMIaluminum
rod. glick planes from high ptaity ~
IUZ
collimatm cylindem from tantalumtubing and
supprt bushings from polymcz diekcuics are
nmhined using equipment similar to that used to
rndhw the liners. Lmportantdimensions are
measuredand documented @or to liner assembly.
Surke finish of 6061-T6 aiuminum target cylinders
0.02 cm wall thickness, for the ejects experiments is
specified. Partsof 10 to 30 pin rms average are
machined from rod similarly to driver linm, 3 to 10
@n rms average surface fitish is obtained by single
point diamond turningusing an air bearing spindle.
A 0.04 cm wide collimating slot extending 18Wof
circumkence is milled in the tantalumtubing using a
circular
carbide
cutter. Flciucialwim locating holes,
120pm and 180pm diameter prechilled throughthc
wall of the tantalumtubing using a minialum Hauser
jig bring nwhine by fimt using a carbide end mill to
generatea flat surf= followed by a carbide twist
drill to bore the hole,
Liner assemblies are fabricatedon a
rotatingmachine stage using a dial indicator to
measureconcentricity of the cylindem and, in some
cases, on a stage in the field of view of an optical
profile projamw. The profile projectorcan be used to
measureconcmnricity and otlw dimensions of the
assembly including fiducial wire diameter. Total
indicatedrun out of any cylinder is typically less than
0,CH)5
cm, less than the resolution of the spatial
diagnostics of the experiment.
B. Load Foil Implosion Experiments
Load foil implosion ex~ments
attempt to
symmetrically vaporize and implode cylindrical load
foils while avoiding undue growth of parasitic plasma
instabilities. The experiments are intended to generate
sufficient plasma ion kinetic energy and ion fluence
to result in significant soft x-ray fluence and black
body radiation tempcfature upon ion stagnation w

the centd axis. Typical measurements of foil
implosion include optical framing earnera images,
optical 5camera data in SOim cases, filteTed
bolometer measurement of radiated energy in four

brwd bands, and similar rncasurements from filtered
XRD channels. High resolution speed
measurements are made occasionally for improved
chmterization
of bl~kbody tem~rature md a
variety of specialized instruments have been fielded
to measure spxific aspects of Lhe implosion evenl.
The ex~ments
include a large number of
measurement channels to characterize operation of
the pke pwer facility of the event.
Recent direct drive load foil implosion
experiments at Pegfi~s-11 typically result in a soft xray fluence of up to 250 kJ, radiation pulse width of
2CHIns (FWI-IM). The measurements include
evidence of instability growth, multiple modes and
off axis implosion in some cases. The PeGasus-LI
bank is always operated al the maximum value of 90
kV for a load foil implosion evenl. Direct drive
implosion of a typical 12 mg foil will recur al a
currenl in the v; .nity of 5 MA, peak current may rise
to 10 MA late in the event but with no further
contribution to useful radiation. Load foil implosion
expmiments us; ng Procyon assemblies we just
getting underway.
1. Load foil design. Pegasus-Ii is
designed to drive implosion Io:ds that are right
hollow cylinders 2 cm high and up to 10 cm in
diameter. The Pegasus-fI facility is built on a vertical
axis; spring loaded jaws in the upfxr electrode grip
the outer diameter of an extension of the active region
of a load. Foil implosion loads are fabricated on a
pair of parallel support rings, bolh 10 cm in diameter,
onc of which is grasped by the upper electrode of
Pegmus-11. The lower support ring hangs by the foil
in a cavity in the lower electrode of Pegasus-II. A
removable core is used to mount the foil suppcm rings
during foil fabrication, transprt and during any
storage periods. The core is removed during insertion
of the foil into the Pegasus-11 facilily. Procyon foil
implosion loads are of Lhe same 10 cm diameter by 2
cm high dimension, dso use foil suppofl rings and a
removable core. However, procyon assemblies are
constructed on a horizontal axis so troth suppmt rings
require attachment to the Prwyon electrodes and they
are bolted into place. Provision LOlension and
thereby reshape the foils to some degree ,s included
in the Procyon support system.
Historically, the s[anJard Pegwus-11
load foil consists of 4 mg of Aluminum, 2500A
thick, For a period of several months the foil also
included 1000 A of parylene polymer on the inside
surfac of the aluminum. Recently, thicker foils have

been investigated and foils that included fabricmed
pcrtwhions
of local area density. The currently
loadfoil has Ixcome 12 mg of
favored Pegasus-n
Alurn’mtm, 7500A thick, thereby wxepling lower
bleck xxly radiation tempmtrre in favor of lessened
susceptibility to implosion degradation by plasma
instabilities. The initial Pnxyon load foil is specified
to be 40,@13 .4 thick and has b.n fabricated using

the same process used for Pegasus-II

load foils.

2. Load foil fabrication. Cylindrical
afuminum load foil fabrication is based u~n a
patented process developed at brs AIa.mos.9, 10 The
foils are fabricated by physical vapor deposition
(PVD) onto water soluble substrates fabricatd from
polyvinyl alcohol) (WA). Deionized water is usrd
to dissolve 88 mole % hydrolyzed, 78,CQ0 molecular
weight PVA. Viscosity is adjusted and maintained at
nominally 4tXt cp. A hollow cylinder fabricated from
Pyrex glass tubing, 100 mm id. nominal, is dip@
into the PVA solu!ion and exracted at a uniform rate.
The cylinder heigh( is typically twice that of a
completed load foil to minimize end effects.
Commercial parting agents may be req~ired on glass
that hw been used repeatedly. The polymer is oven
dried at WC for a few minutes and then peled from
the glass cJ’linder surfaces. The cylindrical PVA
memb~e
removed from tie inside ~ufiace is us~ ~
the foil substrate. The membrane is pulled down oue~
the foil support rings mounted to the foil cassette
core, desa-ibed abo ~’e,adjusted for smcdhness, and
then tacked to the supp-t rings with moist contact.
Small fractions of glycerol maybe added to the PVA
solution to increase membrane flexibility and
increase shrin~ge upan drying if required to obtain
acceptable substrates.
,Alurninum is vapor deposited by a
commercial electron beam hrated source in a
cryopumped vacuum box coater wi[h a typical base
pressure of 10-6 Torr. The substrate cassette is
rotated at 30 rpm throughou[ tie process. Prior to
sealing the coater, the ~!ymer dielectric substrate is
exposed to filtered nitrogen delivered through a
conlmercial antistatic gun. his procedure is
observed to reduce pinhole density in the
subsequently deposi[ed Al film. Al is evapmted
at a
power level to result in an accumulation role of
nominally ~0 A/s at the cylindrical substrate,
measured by a calibrated quartz crystal rate monilor.
Deposition cccurs [hrough an aperture (~JO”of arc
exposed) to limit low angle ~f incidence artif?cts.
Oxygen is pulsed into the c:)ater volume upon each
kA of accumulation to incr:ase foil [ensile streng[h
and to enhance surface smoothness. ] ‘ Small witness
slides are attached to a foil supp-t ring during each
dcpition
to provide a step for profilometer
verification of film thickness. A second verification

of film thickne5s and a mcasurcmcm

of oxygen

Contenl by He RBS using a carbon witness slide is
applicable to Al films less than 8 ~ thick

Following aluminum depxition,

the

PVA substrate is dissslved with wster to complete
the foil, Tap water is used at 60C topxnote
solvation while minimizing ckrrkal
actiwty harmful
to the metaf foil, Mechanical forms are kept to
wxeptablc levels by hmnging the foil assettc in a
large kaker, gentfy filling Lhe Her
10 a level above
tie top of the cassette and then draining the knzaker
via a tap in the bottom. The foils are soaked a few
minutes during each rinse and the rinse proca!ure is
repeated three of four times 10 insure removal of Lb&
PVA from the foil. The foils tend IO tighten
somewhat for wweral hours following the rinse, often
reducing the occurrence ot visible wrinkle-s. Foils
that are consl~ered unacceptable are typically cut
from the support rings and the foil residue is weighed
as a running check of Al mass and to insure the PVA
substrate conhnues to lx soluble in the rm.e.
C. Plasma Opening Sw, tch Experiments
Normally, the rise time of the current pulse is
too slow for implosio~ of a low mass cylindrical load
foil load to be delayed until current has approached
the maximum available during a pulse ~wer event.
SwiLching schemes can be used to sharpen the current
puke one of which is to shunt the initial current of the
rising pulse as described in the owning paragraphs of
Sections ~. The rlasma flow switch (PFS) under
development at Los Alarnos was fimt used by tfw
Phillips LAorato~,
formerly the Air Force Weapons
Laboratory.’2
The swit:h is based on a low mass
conducting element arranged to short circuit the
power flow channel between the currenl source and
the load. Arrival of the cument pulse vaporizes the
conductor thereby creating a mobile conducting
plasma shunt which is magnetically driven down the
power flow ctmnnel towards the load position. As the
switch pla~ma reaches, t-rav~rses and continues
beyond the reduced diameler region of the coaxial
center conductor mounting the load, the load slot,
source current is switched to return through the load
and the shunt is eliminated, Jhe opening switch
action, Timing of the s!vi[ch action is determined by
the coaxial bm-el length, the switch plasma mass,
width of the load slot, current and inductanc~.
1. Plasma flow switch design. The
historical plasma !lcIv: switch conducing element has
ken lm.sed upon a woven cilordal army of fine wires,
usually to simulate a l/R2 mass g-mding acrms the
vacuum dielectric of the :oaxial barrel, The mass
grading mimics the r?dial dependence of the
magnetic forces acting upon the switch plasma to

popagate the plasma unifcmnly down the coaxial
theswitch
assembly
includes
a
barrel. Usuafly
uniform density plyrner

rnembmne, a “baniex film”,

located lmtween the conducting clement and me load
slot to prevenl either maw a swliation bnnqwrt
down the Pwer flow channel until switch plasma
initiation is well dvanced.
The barrier film mass
aqxars in the switch plasma and thereby forces a
compensating adjustment of he conductor film mass
gmc-ing to result in the desired gmding of the m
switch mass. Recent Los Alsunos designs have
mold
the traditional wire conductcm with a
.
continuous @cd
Al foil conductor to IRTMde better
switch plasma uniformity, faster plasma initiation and
to offer the prospec[ of greater variation of radial
mass grading in flo.x switch designs. Graded Al foil
based plasma flow switches with polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) barrier films have been used at
ktb the Pegasus-Ii facility (50 mg and 100 mg, !/Rz
Net) and with Pswyon assemblies (2CM)mg, l/X Net).
More complex designs are in development.
The
coaxial gun of both facilities has an outer diameter of
8 inches and an inner diarneler of 6 inches. therefore
the desired thickness gi-ading occurs over a radial
distance of2.54 cm.
2. Plasma flow switch fabrication,
Radially graded planar aluminum switch foils are
fabricated by PVP .-i:: generally similar procedures
as describe? in the fabrication of load foils. Mass
grading involves the use of shes( metaf masks to
intercept Al vapor in locations where foil thickness is
to be reduced Flat, smwth glass disks 9 inches in
diameter are edge supported and rotated on axis in the
coater LOserve m a substrate for graded foil
depsition,
CSI or a similar water soluble ionic wdt is
first deposited to serve as a parting layer followed
immediately by Al deposition. Al thickness control is
by quartz crystal deposition monitor, Depositions on
step masked witness slides precede and follow graded
foil deposition to provide an average value of graded
thickness obtained by profilome[er measurement.
,4
nominally 8 inch inside diameter, 1 cm wide mylar
ring is centered and glued to the foil after removal
from the coater, exact dimensions vary slightly
between the two pulse ~wer facilities
The glass
substrate is propped at an i .ngle in the bttorrl of a
rectangular plastic tank. Tap wat:r is admitted
slowly 10 rekase the foil along the contr ~ct line and
allow Lhe freed portion to float on the surface, The
free foil is collected from below on a stretched :Icdh
and dried, after which i[ can readily be handled by !he
mylar ring,
PFS assemblies are completed by
assembling a sequence of metal rings desigmd to
extend tie Inner and ouler conductors of the pulse
power facility coaxial barrels, The graded Al foil end

PET membrane
suppcmed by an ovemized frame, me glued (o the
rings at appropriate times as the assembly prccecds,
aided by pecision alignment fixtrmes. Differences in
the lwclware of the Iwo facilities require rnirmf
variations in procedure to assemble he switcks.
Afte- ~’~ng, the unter -tion
of ewh foil and
memtmane is cut out [0 lx measured for conformance
10 specification.
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CONCLUS1ON

The Athen~ Program pulsed power activities
are a part of the Los Alarmm Above Ground
Experiments Program, AGEX-H, under the Nucle&r
Weapons Technology Directora&
Pegasus-n will
conduct about twenty events during the currenl year
md about half of those will involve applimtions
experiments using liner drive. Four Procyon events
will recur in tJre same period emphasizing efficient
gener~tio~ of high rediation fluence. The Athena
facilities La (e demonstrated remarkable reliabil i[y
over the past several months and g-i-e-atsrndes have
mum-red in experimental diagnostics which are only
perfunctorily adkcd
in this writing. As the shot
rate increases, diagnostics continue 10 improve and
the mission becomes a more impalant Iaboralmy
elemen~ we expect to experience incre-asing demands
regarding load complexity, quality and
characterization requirements.
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